
Week Three!
We've been on a roll this week and working hard to finish up and stay on
schedule! The TALON 540 members have been working non-stop at completing
the robots (both prototype and competition) to give our programming and
strategy teams all the time needed to plan. We're working harder than ever and
are excited about this season!
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Outreach attended Pinchback Elementary School last Thursday for a planned
STEM night. STEM nights are events hosted by schools to display science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics activities! The children at Pinchbeck
were able to learn first-hand about building a robot, while our team was
representing both FIRST and TALON 540!

Subgroup News
The Mechanical Corner
Our Mechanical team finally mounted the intake
mechanism to the elevator and turned on the intake
to make it more responsive, fixing the elevator.
They began mocking how the chain would attach to
the elevator, prototyped a new hatch mechanism, and put together an intake
prototype. We finished a whole drive train and the full-scale mockup of the cargo
ship bay!

The CAD Cove
Our CAD team made some awesome new design
changes such as prototyping a new hatch intake,
changing it from the hook-and-loop tape design.
They made some important decisions as well such

as deciding to move the intake up and down and to use a sprocket and chain
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system over pulleys and belts!

The Electrical Crew
Electrical has been working extra hard on prepping
and plotting to make sure we have the perfect bot
this year! They plotted the lexan for the e-board and
finalized the hole placements. They also prepped to
nail the e-board to its proper location and confirmed final dimensions for the
wiring.

The Programming Party
Our Programming team spent lots of time this week
polishing, rewriting, and completing tasks. They
polished up the graphics on their scouting server
and fixed bugs in the robot coding. They finished the

website redesign and finalized the VR game simulation so it now has physics for
game elements and a fully functional GUI. Finally, they rewrote the drivetrain and
sensor code!

The Strategy Scene
Our Strategy team had a jam-packed week doing
drive team practice with live LIDAR testing and a
full-scale rocket mockup while improving
their average cycle times! They flushed out kinks in
the scouting system to get our bot as close to perfection as possible. Finally, they
installed CAD and inventor on their computers to have all necessary programs for
build season, and to be able to use resources from the entirety of the team!
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